
Cuthbert the Croc loved numbers. One morning, he woke up feeling very 
excited. He was going to the Number Convention. The convention started at   
9 o’clock and Cuthbert was planning to walk to it. He started to get dressed 
and began counting. 

 “One and two and three and four,
I love numbers, let’s count some more…

five and six and seven and eight.
Is that the time, I might be late!”

Page 0+1=1

Cuthbert had always dreamt of finding the end of the number line. He 
counted all the time. So far, no matter how high he had counted, he had  
never found the biggest number. He was certain, however, that it must be 
just around the corner. He was hoping the convention would help him. 

“Even though I count all day long,
I never finish my numbers’ song.
Perhaps today I’ll meet a friend,

who can help me reach the end!”

He had got so carried away, that he hadn’t noticed the time. He 
rushed downstairs for his breakfast.
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Maureen was about to answer Cuthbert but before she could, he said: 
“You see, everything was going fine

but then I got to ninety-nine.
I cannot picture what might be next

and I’m feeling very vexed.
Is this the end of the number line?

Have I fulfilled that dream of mine?”
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Maureen gave a little smile, shook her head and said:
“Sorry no, and I have to say,

that you can’t, there is no way.
If you count ‘till eternity,

at the end, you’ll still not be. 
On and on indefinitely,

numbers grow and grow you see.”
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Cuthbert sat down on 
the jungle floor looking 
very sad indeed. Then 
he began to cry. His 
dream of reaching the 
end of the number line 
had been dashed.

Cuthbert’s cry turned to 
a sob. Maureen sat down 
beside him. She wrapped 
her tail around. She 
explained that although he 
couldn’t reach the end of 
the number line all was not 
lost. There were so many 
other exciting adventures 
ahead.

“Oh no, what will I do now” he wailed
“I’m sad to see that I have failed.
I lived to find the biggest number,

and dreamt about it in my slumber.”

“Cuthbert, I know that it looks bad
but there is no need to be sad.
The never-ending number line
really is a favourite of mine.

Numbers are special in many ways;
you’ll still have plenty to fill your days.”Page 18+1=19 Page 19+1=20



Cuthbert the Croc was eating his breakfast. He was feeling very excited. 
Today, he was helping at the Number Agency Summer Fête. Cuthbert 
was running the toy stall with his friend Betty the Badger. They would 
have to add up the cost of the toys that customers wanted to buy. It 
was a big responsibility. Cuthbert was especially excited to practise his 
addition. He and Betty had been learning to add up at school with Mrs 
Bha and loved it. Cuthbert kissed his mother goodbye and skipped off to 
the fête singing as he went.  

“I’m so excited, I cannot wait
to be with Betty at the fête.
I’m going to have such a ball

practising addition on the toy stall.
Adding up the numbers will be fun;

then I’ll look around when my work is done.”
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The fête was being held in the Euclidean clearing, deep in the jungle. 
Cuthbert knew the way and decided to practise his addition on his   
journey.  First, he had to pass the tallest tree. 

“I know the route, it’s easy for me, 
so I’ll focus on adding everything I see.
Oh look, two robins and a lark up high,

I think they’re playing tag in the sky.
That’s two add one, which makes three. 

I’m right on track; there’s the tallest tree.” 
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After a quick sip of water, Cuthbert had a new customer. It was Sid 
the Stoat. Sid was wearing his bright pink waistcoat with numbers 
all over it.  Cuthbert said:

“Good morning, I hope you are enjoying the fête,
these toys you’ve chosen are really great.
It’s two for the duck and the car is eight;

I will add them up, please could you wait?”

Cuthbert started to add two and eight. After a few moments, he 
began to huff and puff. Then he started to go red in the face. He 
mumbled:

“Oh dear me, I’m in a dreadful state.
I start at two and try to add on eight.

But I get all muddled in my head,
it’s so much harder than Mrs Bha said.”
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Cuthbert was starting to panic. Then he remembered what 
Maureen had said. He counted to ten and then said:

“It’s all ok, I know what to do.
I’ll switch them round to nine add two.

Summing them is easy peasy,
and now I don’t feel at all queasy!”
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Cuthbert and Betty had time at the end of the fête to look around. 
Cuthbert found some gifts that he wanted to buy for his mother. 
The stall holder was Sid the Stoat whom he had served earlier.  

“Oh these colourful seashells are ornate;
a gift for my mother from the fête.

The pink costs two and the white costs seven,
another sum - I’m in number heaven!

Two add seven is no match for me
I’ll switch them round and now can see
that seven add two makes nine to pay;

I’ve really had a brilliant day.”
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Claude and their friends were a few years older than Cuthbert. They 
had played ‘Double It’ a lot. They were worried that Cuthbert might 
not be able to keep up. Claude said:

“I’m not sure that it’s a good idea,
we are used to playing here.

This means the game is very fast
and you may end up coming last.”

Cuthbert the Croc was walking home feeling very happy. He had spent 
the day helping on the toy stall at the Number Agency’s Summer 
Fête. He had been adding up prices of toys for customers all day long. 
He was now a bit of an expert when it came to addition! He was 
looking forward to getting home for some tea. He was also hoping to 
play ‘Double It’ with his big brother Claude and their Italian friends. 
Cuthbert did not know how to play  ‘Double It’. It involved numbers 
and looked like a lot of fun. When he got home, Cuthbert saw they 
had started to play and said:

“Excuse me Claude, would it be ok,
for me to join; I’d love to play?

I promise that I will be really good,
playing by the rules, as all crocs should.” Page 1+1=2Page 1×2=2



Cuthbert explained to Maureen that he had 
been playing ‘Double It’. He told    Maureen 
that he hadn’t been able to join in because he 
didn’t know how to double a number. 

“Playing a game, I got into trouble.
The problem is, I cannot double.

It’s a shame, it should’ve been fun
but I felt sad and had to run.

The walk has helped to clear my mind
but a pattern I still cannot find.”

Maureen and Cuthbert sat down on a bench by a plum tree. 

Maureen was impressed that Cuthbert had tried to help 
himself and explained that doubling a number is the same as 
adding the number to itself. 

“Cuthbert, don’t worry, this is easy to fix. 
Imagine that you want to double six.
Add six to six and the answer will be,

crystal clear for you to see.”

Page 6×2=12 Page 6+6=12

Everybody was delighted. They sat down for another game of ‘Double It’. 
This time, Cuthbert went first.

“I’ve got a nine and I know what to do.
I will double it or times it by two.

Nine add nine is what I need,
it’s eighteen - and I’m in the lead.”

Everyone clapped and cheered. Cuthbert had understood. They        
continued the game until all the cards had gone. Cuthbert managed 
to double every number that came up. Quite often, he got to the right 
answer before the others. Claude told everyone to count their cards to 
see who had won. Once everybody had counted, Claude said:

“I’ve got eight but it’s not enough to win,
compared to Claire’s pile, mine is thin.”

“Well I’ve got fourteen cards” said Claire
“But I spy even more over there.

Cuthbert, how many cards have you got?
It looks like you have got a lot!”

Cuthbert grinned sheepishly.
“I’ve got sixteen and I think I’ve won.

Thanks for the game, it’s been such fun.”

Page 10+10=20Page 10×2=20
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Parents

Begin
Help your child to answer the questions on the previous page and to write 
a mathematical sentence to describe each situation. Then encourage them 
to make up their own examples.

Embed
Help your child to become confident with addition by
• making up more examples like those on the previous page.
• making up harder examples by introducing numbers such as 10, 20, 

30 or even 13, 14, 15. Add a number 1-9 to 10, 20, 30 in the first 
instance. Once your child is confident with this you could move on 
to the teens. 

• asking your child to make up their own more complicated examples. 
Get them to write them out in words first and then as a mathemat-
ical sentence. 

Extend
Help your child further by
• playing card games. They are an excellent way of introducing         

addition. Start with Golf – a fun game with strategy that will help 
your child to understand chance. It also provides an opportunity 
for them to practise their addition by working out everyone’s 
scores. They won’t even realise that they are practising because 
it is such fun!

• looking at number sentences where one of the numbers is 
missing, e.g. 6+    =14. 

• starting to look at subtraction as the reverse of addition. For          
example, if 6+4=10 then we can say that…10-4=6 and 10-6=4.

Page 4+22=26Page 6+19=25
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Why not visit Cuthbert at 
WWW.CUTHBERTTHECROC.CO.UK 

to learn even more about numbers and practise some sums...
Page 27+1=28

Infinity
There is no limit. In Mathematics, we can use the infinity 

sign, ∞, to indicate when something is limitless.  ∞ is not a 
number but rather an indication that something is 

unrestricted in terms of size. 

1     One
10     Ten
100    One hundred
1000    One Thousand
10,000    Ten Thousand
100,000    One Hundred Thousand
1,000,000    One Million
10,000,000    Ten Million
100,000,000    One Hundred Million
1,000,000,000   One Billion
10,000,000,000   Ten Billion
100,000,000,000   One Hundred Billion
1,000,000,000,000   One Trillion
10,000,000,000,000   10 Trillion
100,000,000,000,000   100 Trillion
1,000,000,000,000,000   1 Quadrillion
1,000,000,000,000,000,000  1 Quintillion
1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000  1 Sextillion 
1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000  1 Septillion

What’s the next number in this sequence? Investigate. You could also         
investigate where the names for these numbers come from. 
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Your turn…
Can you Double these numbers?
4
7
10
12
15
17
21

We can write doubling as a mathematical sentence: 
7+7=14

Can you write a mathematical sentence for doubling each of the 
numbers above?

Now multiply each of the numbers below by two: 
3
5
7
8
14
17

We can write 7 multiplied by two as a mathematical sen-
tence:

7×2=14

Do you see that double seven equals fourteen and that seven 
times two equals fourteen?

Can you write mathematical sentences for the other numbers 
above?
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